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FAURECIA SHOWCASES AIR QUALITY & OPTIMIZED COMFORT SOLUTIONS  

AT “AUTOMECHANIKA” 2018 – HALL 4.0, BOOTH F37/F31 

 

 
For the first time at the “Automechanika” trade fair (Frankfurt, September 11-15), Faurecia, one 

of the world’s leading automotive technology companies, will be showcasing advanced 

technologies for the aftermarket. 

 

Technologies for improving air quality 

Last year, Faurecia Service launched a portfolio of solutions for its Clean Mobility activity into the 

aftermarket for emissions reduction. At Frankfurt, Faurecia Service will present its extended range 

of innovative solutions for both air quality and driver wellness: 

 

 “Easy2fit®”, an all-in-one exhaust kit for optimized logistics: every fourth car worldwide is 

equipped with an exhaust system from Faurecia. This expertise has enabled the company to 

develop “Easy2fit®”, a complete exhaust line that fits in a standardized and robust box 

providing advantages for transportation, storage and installation. This exhaust kit enables 

great savings in logistics and more efficiency in the workshop. 

 

 “DPF Maintenance Machine” for clean service performance: Faurecia Service will also 

present a promising innovation for workshop equipment with its newly developed DPF 

Maintenance Machine for efficiently cleaning diesel particulate filters and therefore 

improving their life time. 

 

 “ASDS™” advanced air quality retrofit technology: with “ASDS™”, Faurecia has developed a 

powerful de-NOx system for buses and trucks that eliminates up to 99 percent of nitrogen 

oxide pollutants. The method, in which pure ammonia is stored in solid form in the vehicle, 

improves air quality through more efficient conversion of NOx emissions, especially at low 

exhaust gas temperatures. This solution has already been implemented through retrofit 

projects for numerous urban bus fleets and trucks in Copenhagen, London and South Korea. 

A track record of 60 million kilometers on the road shows that ASDS™ is a fast and cost-

effective way to reduce NOx in cities and improve air quality. 

 

Intelligent solutions for more security and comfort in the cockpit 

Faurecia also provides forward-looking technologies for smart vehicle interiors.  

 

 “Active Wellness Express™” – more comfort and security for professional drivers: Faurecia is 

presenting a groundbreaking innovation with its “Active Wellness Express™”, the first seat 

cover for professional drivers with premium car comfort and wellness features. It is the first 

seat cover that uses sensors to monitor health and wellness data including heart rate and 

respiratory rate. Active Wellness Express will thus improve safety, comfort and well-being of 

drivers.  

 

We cordially invite you to the Faurecia booth in Hall 4 (Booth F37/F31) – we look forward to your 

visit. 
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About Faurecia 

Faurecia has grown to become a major player in the global automotive industry. With 290 sites including 30 

R&D centers and 109,000 employees in 35 countries, Faurecia is now a global leader in its three areas of 

business: automotive seating, interior systems and clean mobility. Faurecia has focused its technology 

strategy on providing solutions for smart life on board and sustainable mobility.  In 2017, the Group posted 

value-added sales of €17.0 billion. Faurecia is listed on the Euronext Paris stock exchange 
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